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TEXTS/CONTEXTS 

* water writes always in * 

plural 
OCTAVIO PAZ 

We are indebted to Apollinaire for three judgments on Marcel 
Duchamp, incompatible with one another, and all three true.1 In one of 
them he allotted his friend a mission: "to reconcile art and the people." 
In another he claimed that the young painter (Duchamp was about twen- 
ty-five when Apollinaire wrote this) was one of the few artists unafraid 
of "being criticized as esoteric or unintelligible." The third judgment 
was no less peremptory nor, apparently, less arbitrary and contradictory: 
"Duchamp is the only painter of the modern school who today (autumn, 
1912) concerns himself with the nude."2 

The first claim, surprising at the time of its formulation, seems less so 
today. The Readymades evicted the "art object," replacing it with the 

anonymous "thing" which belongs to us all and to no one. Though they 
do not exactly represent the union of art and the people, they acted 
subversively against the fastidious privileges of artistic taste. And The 
Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even does indeed bring about the 
union that Apollinaire predicted. It does so twice over: it not only adopts 
the highly publicity-conscious form of illustrations from catalogs of in- 
dustrial machinery, but it was conceived by Duchamp as a monument 
whose theme is at once popular and traditional-the apotheosis of the 
Bride as she is being denuded. 

Despite its twofold public character-graphic description of the 
workings of a machine and representation of an erotic ritual-the Large 
Glass is a secret work. Its composition is the projection of an object that 
we cannot perceive with our senses; what we see-outlines, 
mechanisms, diagrams-is only one of its manifestations in the 
mechanic-ironic mode. The painting is an enigma and, like all enigmas, is 
something not to be contemplated but deciphered. The visual aspect is 
only a starting point. Furthermore, there is another element that radically 
modifies the innocuous act of seeing a painting and turns it into a kind of 
initiation rite: the riddle is presented to us by a virgin who is also a 
machine. It is surely not necessary to recall the ancient and fateful con- 
nection between virgins and riddles. There is yet another similarity be- 
tween the myth and the painting: like the heroes and the knights of old, 
we confront the enigma with only the innocence which is left to us and 
with a sure but hermetic guide-the notes of the Green Box. The public 

1 Originally published in MARCEL DUCHAMP: A Retrospective Exhibition, by 
the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Museum of Modern Art, New York, ed. 
Anne d'Harnoncourt and Kynaston McShine (Philadelphia: Philadelphia Museum 
of Art, 1973), pp. 144-58. Copyright @ 1973, The Museum of Modern Art; all rights 
reserved. Diacritics gratefully acknowledges the permission granted by the 
Museum of Modern Art, New York to reprint this text. 

2 All three quotations Guillaume Apollinaire, Les Peintres cubistes: M6ditations 
esthLtiques (Paris: Figuibre, 1913). English translation by Lionel Abel, The Cubist 
Painters: Aesthetic Meditations (New York: Wittenborn, Schultz, 1949), pp. 47-48. 
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monument to the Bride is transformed into a sexual and mental labyrinth: the Bride 
is a body made of reflections, allusions, and transparencies. Her clarity dazzles us, 
and I am afraid that beside her this text will seem like the gas lamp held by the naked 
woman in the assemblage in the Philadelphia Museum. 

At once a scientific description, a monument to a virgin, and an enigma made up 
of fearful clarities, The Bride Stripped Bare by Her Bachelors, Even is a nude. And so it 
confirms Apollinaire's third assertion. Except that, once again, it is an assertion 
which belies itself even as we affirm it: the nude is a skeleton. Erotic myth and 
negation of the myth by the machine, public monument and secret creation, nude 
that is a skeleton, and skeleton that is a motor, the Large Glass opens out before us 
like the image of contradiction. But the contradiction is apparent rather than real: 
what we see are only moments and states of an invisible object, stages in the process 
of manifestation and concealment of a phenomenon. With that lucidity which is no 
less unique in him because it is constant, Duchamp alludes to the duplicity of his 
attempt in one of the first notes in the Green Box: "Perhaps make a hinge picture" 
(tableau de charniere). This expression, applicable to all his work, is particularly apt 
in the case of the Large Glass: we are facing a hinge picture, which, as it opens out or 
folds back, physically and/or mentally, shows us other vistas, other apparitions of the 
same elusive object. 

The hinge appears frequently in Duchamp. Thanks to the literal and paradoxical 
use of the idea of the hinge, Duchamp's doors and ideas open while remaining 
closed, and vice versa. If we have recourse to the same procedure, the expression 
"hinge picture," opening out (closing) on itself, reveals to us another expression that 
also appears in one of the early notes of the Green Box: "delay in glass" (retard en 
verre). Duchamp explains that this refers to a "sort of subtitle." Always explicit, even 
within his extreme succinctness, he adds that we must understand the word "delay" 
in the "indecisive reunion" of its different meanings. According to the Petit Littre 
dictionary, the meanings of retard are three in number: "What is or what happens 
too late; the delay of a watch, a clock, part of the movement which serves to slow it 
down or move it ahead; in harmony, the momentary delay when one starts to play 
one of the notes of a chord, but prolongs for a few moments the note of the 
preceding chord, a note which needs for its resolution the one which is delayed."3 
As it swings on its hinge, the "delay in glass" leads us on to another composition that 
is its resolution, as much in the musical sense as in any other. This composition, the 
final chord, is the "assemblage" in the Philadelphia Museum. To see it is to hear the 
note held in abeyance in the Large Glass. Is the resolution the solution? Not exactly. 
It is rather the realization, the incarnation: the naked Bride. 

Although it has been described several times-in the noteworthy study by Anne 
d'Harnoncourt and Walter Hopps,4 for example-I think it will serve some purpose 
here to give an idea of the work, since a photographic reproduction is not possible. 
As everyone knows, it is located in the Philadelphia Museum beyond the large 
gallery where much of Duchamp's work is collected and where the Large Glass 
occupies the central spot. The visitor goes through a low doorway, into a room 
somewhat on the small side, completely empty. No painting on the plastered walls. 
There are no windows. In the far wall, embedded in a brick portal topped by an arch, 
there is an old wooden door, worm-eaten, patched, and closed by a rough crossbar 
made of wood and nailed on with heavy spikes. In the top left-hand corner there is a 
little window that has also been closed up. The door sets its material doorness in the 
visitor's way with a sort of aplomb: dead end. The opposite of the hinges and their 
paradoxes. But if the visitor ventures nearer, he finds two small holes at eye level. If 
he goes even closer and dares to peep, he will see a scene he is not likely to forget. 
First of all, a brick wall with a slit in it, and through the slit, a wide open space, 

3 In English the third meaning is not apparent. 
4 "Etant donn6s: V1 la chute d'eau, 2' le gaz d'clairage," Philadelphia Museum of Art Bulletin, 

nos. 299-300 (April-June and July-September 1969). 
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luminous and seemingly bewitched. Very near the beholder-but also very far away, 
on the "other side"-a naked girl, stretched on a kind of bed or pyre of branches and 
leaves, her face almost completely covered by the blond mass of her hair, her legs open 
and slightly bent, the pubes strangely smooth in contrast to the splendid abundance 
of her hair, her right arm out of the line of vision, her left slightly raised, the hand 
grasping a small gas lamp made of metal and glass. The little lamp glows in the 
brilliant three-o'clock-in-the-afternoon light of this motionless, end-of-summer day. 
Fascinated by this challenge to our common sense-what is there less clear than 
light?-our glance wanders over the landscape: in the background, wooded hills, 
green and reddish; lower down, a small lake and a light mist on the lake. An inevita- 
bly blue sky. Two or three little clouds, also inevitably white. On the far right, among 
some rocks, a waterfall catches the light. Stillness: a portion of time held motionless. 
The immobility of the naked woman and of the landscape contrasts with the move- 
ment of the waterfall. The silence is absolute. All is real and verges on banality; all is 
unreal and verges-on what? 

The viewer draws back from the door feeling that mixture of joy and guilt of one 
who has unearthed a secret. But what is the secret? What, in fact, has he seen? The 
scene that takes place without taking place behind the door is no less enigmatic than 
the outlines and strokes of the Large Glass. Seeking a sign to orient him in his 
perplexity, the visitor finds the title of the assemblage affixed to the wall: Etant 
donnes: 1' la chute d'eau, 2' le gaz d'eclairage. (1946-1966). The contradictory rela- 

tionship between public and secret art, monument and initiation rite, is repeated: 
the assemblage leads us to its title, the title to the Preface of the Green Box, which 
begins with precisely the same pseudoscientific formula: Etant donnds.... The 
formula leads us to the Large Glass and the Large Glass to our own image, which, as 
we gaze at the Large Glass, blends with the painted forms and the reflections of the 
outside world. The play of correspondences and reflections between the assemblage 
and the Large Glass is upsetting, and it presents itself on the visual plane as well as 
the textual-the notes of the Green Box are the verbal bridge between the two 
works. In both cases, the mere act of looking at a painting or an assemblage is turned 
into the act of viewing-through. In one case, through the obstacle of the door, which 
finally becomes the line of vision leading us to the landscape with the woman and 
the waterfall; in the other, through the glass on which the composition is painted 
and which, by reason of its very transparency, becomes an obstacle to our vision. 
Reversibility: seeing through opaqueness, not-seeing through transparency. The 
wooden door and the glass door: two opposite facets of the same idea. This opposi- 
tion is resolved in an identity: in both cases we look at ourselves looking. Hinge 
procedure. The question "What do we see?" confronts us with ourselves. 

Twenty-three years separate the date when the Large Glass was finally unfinished 
and the date when the Etant donnds was begun. This long period of retirement gave 
rise to the idea that Duchamp had given up painting. The truth is that after 1913, with 
only a few exceptions like the Tu m' of 1918, his work not only abandoned strictly 
pictorial procedures but, without ceasing to be visual, turned into the negation of 
what we have called painting for more than two centuries. Duchamp's attitude to- 
ward the pictorial tradition is also governed by the hinge principle: the negation of 
painting-painting, which is the basic concept of the modern tradition since Dela- 
croix, implies negation of the avant-garde. This is a unique position in the art of our 
era: Duchamp is at one and the same time the artist who carries avant-garde trends 
to their final consequences, and the artist who, in consummating them, turns them 
back on themselves and so inverts them. Negation of "retinal" painting breaks with 
the modern tradition and unexpectedly renews the bond with the central current of 
the West, anathematized by Baudelaire and his twentieth-century descendants: the 
painting of ideas.5 A procedure analogous to that of the "delay in glass," though in 

s "The retinal shudder! Before, painting had other functions: it could be religious, 
philosophical, moral.... Our whole century is completely retinal, except for the Surrealists, 
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the diametrically opposite direction, the acceleration of the modern ends in its 
devaluation. In 1957 Duchamp was asked, "Do you believe in a forthcoming explo- 
sion of the modern spirit?" He replied, "Yes, but it is the word modern which has 
run itself out. Look at the new art from the beginning of the century ..."6 

The general system governing Duchamp's work is the same as that which in- 
spires the so-called Wilson-Lincoln effect-in those portraits that represent Wilson 
when seen from the left and Lincoln-from the right. The Wilson-Lincoln effect is a 
variant of the hinge principle: the pivot converted into the material and spiritual axis 
of the universe. Generalized reversibility, circularity of phenomena and ideas. Circu- 
larity includes the spectator, also: the Bride is enclosed in our glance, but we are 
enclosed in the Large Glass and included in the Etant donnds. We are part of both 
works. Thus there comes about a radical inversion of the position of the terms that 
intervene in creation and artistic contemplation and that, to a certain extent, consti- 
tute it: the artist's subjectivity (or the viewer's) and the work. A certain kind of 
relationship initiated by Romanticism ends with Duchamp. 

The art and poetry of our time come into being precisely when the artist inserts 
subjectivity into the order of objectivity. This procedure sensitizes Nature and the 
work, but, at the same time, it makes them relative. Romantic irony has been the 
nourishment-poison of Western art and literature for almost two centuries. 
Nourishment, because it is the leavening of "modern beauty," as Baudelaire defined 
it: the bizarre, the unique. Or rather: objectivity torn apart by ironic subjectivity, 
which is always an awareness of human contingency, awareness of death. Poison, 
because "modern beauty," contrary to that of the ancients, is condemned to destroy 
itself; in order to exist, to affirm its modernity, it needs to negate what was modern 
scarcely as long ago as yesterday. It needs to negate itself. Modern beauty is bizarre 
because it is different from yesterday's, and for that very reason it is historical. It is 
change, it is perishable: historicity is mortality. 

Duchamp's youth coincides with the explosion of the avant-garde movements; 
that is to say, with the last and most violent manifestation of the modern tradition 
ushered in by Romanticism. Duchamp has recalled more than once his youthful 
interest in Jules Laforgue, a poet thought little of in France but who has had a 
profound influence on Anglo-American poetry and on Latin American as well. In 
Laforgue, modern subjectivity turns in on itself: he is a Symbolist poet who uses 
irony to gnaw away at the Symbolist aesthetic. It was natural that Laforgue should 
inspire Duchamp, as Mallarme did later. Apart from the influences that he has re- 
vealed himself, others can be quoted. For example, this title of a Laforgue poem 
could be a phrase from the litany of the Chariot: "Celibat, c&libat, tout n'est que 
c6libat." Another poem is called "Complainte de crdpuscules c&libataires." Human 
history, says Laforgue, is the "histoire d'un celibataire." Schopenhauer revised and 
corrected: the world is the representation of a bachelor I. 

Duchamp submits Laforgue's irony to the disorienting action of the Wilson- 
Lincoln system and in this way changes it, literally turning it inside out. Modern 
irony, from Romanticism onward, is the action of the bite of subjectivity into the 
work; in the Large Glass and the Etant donnds, it is not the I that takes over the 
object, but the contrary: we see ourselves seeing through the opaqueness of the 
door of the assemblage or the transparency of the Large Glass. The Wilson-Lincoln 
principle is revealed as a meta-irony, that is, as an "irony of affirmation," as opposed 
to the Romantic negation. Irony and subjectivity have become the axis of modern art. 
Duchamp makes this axis spin on itself, and he overturns the relationship between 
subject and object: his "laughing picture" laughs at us. The very notion of modernity 
is demolished. While continuing to be peculiar and different from yesterday's- 
continuing to be polemical and historical, i.e., modern-Duchamp's art undertakes 

who tried to go outside it somewhat. And still, they didn't go so far!" Duchamp quoted by Pierre 
Cabanne, Dialogues with Marcel Duchamp, trans. Ron Padgett (New York: Viking, 1971), p. 43. 

6 Jean Schuster, "Marcel Duchamp, vite," Le Surr6alisme, M&me (Paris), no. 2 (Spring 1957), 
p. 148. 
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the criticism of modernity, and exchanges nods of recognition with the art of the 
past. 

The negation of painting-painting was far from being a renunciation of art; the 
twenty-three years separating the Large Glass from the Etant donnds were not empty. 
The surprising thing is precisely the persistence of Duchamp's underground work, 
his patience and his coherence. Like Saint-Pol-Roux, who used to hang the inscrip- 
tion "The poet is working" from his door while he slept, Duchamp used to say that 
he was not doing anything except breathing-and when he was breathing he was 
working. His obsessions and his myths were working him: inaction is the condition 
of inner activity. On various occasions Duchamp denounced the publicity surround- 
ing modern art and maintained that artists should go underground. Here the hinge 
principle reappears: the man who drew a moustache on the Mona Lisa is the same 
man who, for twenty years, carried out work in secret. Contrary and complementary 
forms of his rupture with the world: public profanation and the descent to the 
catacombs, the slap in the face and silence. 

Helped by Teeny, his wife and confidant, in assembling this clandestine produc- 
tion, Duchamp worked more or less continuously from 1946 to 1966, first in his study 
on Fourteenth Street, and later in modest premises in a commercial building on 
Eleventh Street. Early in 1969, three months after his death, Anne d'Harnoncourt and 
Paul Matisse dismounted the assemblage, took the pieces to Philadelphia and put 
them together again in the museum there. They used as a guide a notebook pre- 
pared by Duchamp and made up of precise instructions, diagrams, and more than a 
hundred photographs. An exceedingly difficult task, which was carried out with 
great skill and sensitivity. 

The Etant donnds is a combination of materials, techniques, and different artistic 
forms. As for the former, some have been brought to the work with no 
modification-the twigs on which the nude is lying, the old door brought from 
Spain, the gas lamp, the bricks-and others have been modified by the artist. Equally 
varied are the techniques and forms of artistic expression: the artificial lighting and 
the theatrical illusion of the scene; the action of the invisible electric motor, which 
reminds us of the techniques of clockwork toy-making; photography, painting, 
properly speaking, and even window dressing. All these techniques and forms draw 
together Duchamp's earlier experiences, for example, the window display at the 
Gotham Book Mart in New York in 1945, advertising Breton's Arcane 17, where a 
half-nude dummy was used. However, there is a difference between Duchamp's 
earlier works and the Etant donnds. In the former, he is trying to show what is 
behind or beyond appearance-the decomposition of movement in the Nude De- 
scending a Staircase, a passional game of chess in The King and Queen Traversed by 
Swift Nudes, the symbolic functioning of an erotic machine in the Large Glass-while 
in the latter the artist seems to aim at the appearance. In the Large Glass, the spec- 
tator must imagine the scene of the bride's delight at being stripped; in Etant donn6s 
he sees her in the actual moment of fulfillment. The symbolic description of the 
phenomenon is followed by the phenomenon itself: the machine of the Large Glass 
is the representation of an enigma; the nude of Etant donn6s is the enigma in 
person, its incarnation. 

The bridge between the Large Glass and Etant donn6s is a drawing from 1959: 
Bedridden Passes [Cols alitis], Project for the 1959 Model of The Bride Stripped Bare 
by Her Bachelors, Even. The drawing reproduces the Large Glass, but in the central 
region it adds a sketch of hills, with very fine, hardly visible lines. Furthermore, on 
the far right, after the Chocolate Grinder and as if it were a prolongation of one of 
the blades of the Scissors, Duchamp drew an electric pole with its wires and in- 
sulators. One of the notes in the Green Box indicates that the communication be- 
tween the Bride and the Bachelors is electric, and in the 1959 drawing this idea- 
which refers rather to a metaphor: the electricity of thought, of the glance, or of 
desire-is expressed in the most direct and material form: a pole and its wires. And 
so we have two images of electricity: physical energy and psychic energy. By the title 
of the drawing, Duchamp hints that the mountainous landscape is made up of passes 
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(cols) but that these passageways are bedridden, ailing (alitbs). As a result, they are 
scarcely passable, and communication between the realm of the Bachelors and that 
of the Bride is difficult. In Etant donnds communication is even more difficult, in 
spite of the fact that the landscape of wooded hills possesses an almost tactile 
reality- or perhaps for this very reason: we are dealing with the deceptive reality of 
trompe-l'oeil. Lastly, the title alludes also to the law that governs the conception of 
the Large Glass, and of Etant donnds: ironic causality. Causalit&/Cols alit~s: a slight 
distension of the sounds takes us from the ailing passes of the hills to a universe in 
which chance and necessity exchange nods. Knowledge is a disease of language. 

The road from the Large Glass to Etant donnds is made up of reflections. It is a spiral 
that begins where it ends and in which over there is here. Identity emerges from 
itself in search of itself, and every time it is about to meet itself, it bifurcates. But the 
echoes and correspondences between one and the other can be applied to all of 
Duchamp's work. We are facing a true constellation in which each painting, each 

Readymade, and each word-play is joined to the others like the sentences of a 
discourse. A discourse ruled by rational syntax and delirious semantics. A system of 
forms and signs moved by their own laws. The landscape of Etant donnds, implicit 
in the Large Glass, is an echo or a rhyme of three other pictures in which the same 
combination of trees, sky, and water appears. One represents the landscape of his 
birthplace (Blainville) and dates from 1902; another is the well-known Readymade of 
1914, Pharmacy; the last is the 1953 Moonlight on the Bay at Basswood. The gas motif 
goes back to his adolescence: there is a drawing from 1903 that shows a gas lamp 
with the brand name Bec Auer. The water/gas pair appears constantly in Duchamp's 
works, word games, and conversations, from the years when he was preparing the 

Large Glass until the year of his death. Eau & gaz ? tous les 6tages (Water and Gas on 
Every Floor) was an inscription found on the doors of new buildings in the Paris of his 
youth, which he used for the title page of the deluxe edition of Robert Lebel's 
monograph. Other correspondences could be quoted, but it might be better to 
concentrate on the water/gas duality: they are the two authors of the Large Glass and 
the Etant donnds, and their writing is in the plural.7 

In the note to the Green Box that serves as epigraph to this text and that gives its 
title to the assemblage, it is clearly stated that the Waterfall and the Illuminating Gas 
literally produce the Bride. Water and gas are human and cosmic elements, physical 
and psychic. Eroticism and ironic causality at the same time, they come together and 

separate according to rigorous and eccentric laws. In the Large Glass they are invisi- 
ble forces, and if it were not for the notes of the Green Box, we would not know that 
it is their action which sets the complicated and tragicomic mechanism running. 
Water and gas, says the Green Box, work in the darkness and in the darkness will 

emerge the "allegorical appearance," the Bride, like an "extra-rapid exposure." 
Because they are elements pregnant with sexuality, erotic signs, it is not strange 

that one of the most assiduous exegetes of Duchamp's work has identified gas as a 
masculine and water as a feminine symbol. Two reasons prevent me from accepting 
this oversimplified interpretation. The first is the discredit into which the Jungian 
archetypes have fallen. Not because they are false but because people want to 
explain everything with them-and so nothing is explained. For that reason I prefer 
to call the Waterfall and the Illuminating Gas signs and not symbols. Symbols have 
lost their meaning by virtue of having so many contradictory meanings. On the other 
hand, signs are less ambitious and more agile: they are not emblems of a "concep- 
tion of the world" but movable pieces of a syntax. The second reason: signs (and 
symbols) change their meaning and gender according to the context in which they 
are placed. They mean nothing by themselves: they are elements in a relationship. 

7 This expression appears in The, Marcel Duchamp's first text in English, composed in New 
York in 1915. The article "the" was systematically replaced by an asterisk and gives the fragment 
its title. 
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The laws that govern phonology and syntax are perfectly applicable in this sphere. 
No symbol has an immutable meaning: the meaning depends on the relation. We 

generally think of water as a feminine symbol (the womb), but as soon as it becomes 

running water-waterfall, river, stream, rain-it takes on a masculine tonality: it 

penetrates into the soil, or it gushes out of it. The same thing happens with air, 
although it is the masculine principle par excellence, from the Aztec Quetzalcoatl to 
the Christian Holy Ghost, the air that comes out of the orifices (the genitals, the 
mouth) of the archetypes of the great Jungian mother is feminine: the all-containing 
vessel. Air becomes feminine in the sylph and in the "cloud-damsels" of the Sirigiya 
frescoes. The cloud, image of indetermination, undecided between water and air, 
admirably expresses the ambivalent nature of signs and symbols. And why not men- 
tion fire, which is both Zeus's bolt and the feminine oven, the womb where men are 
cooked, according to the Nahuatl myth? The meaning of signs changes as their 

position in context changes. The best thing will be to follow the path of water and gas 
in the context of reflections that the Large Glass and the Etant donn6s interchange 
between themselves. 

In the Large Glass gas appears as the determining element of the Bachelors. Not 

only does it inspire (inflate) them, but they expire it, in the double meaning of the 
word. They send it through the Capillary Tubes to the Sieves, where it undergoes an 

operation, in the surgical sense, emerging as an explosive liquid (semen = liquid 
fire?), to be immediately cut off and atomized by the Scissors; falling into the region 
of the Splashes, it ascends once more and, sublimated by the Oculist Witnesses who 
transform it into an image, is thrown into the Bride's domain, turned into a reflection 
of reflections. Despite all these adventures and misadventures, gas is invisible. In 
Etant donn6s gas appears-and appears in its most direct and commonplace manifes- 
tation: in the form of a phallic gas lamp clutched by a naked girl. In the Large Glass, 
the Illuminating Gas is identified with the Bachelors: it is their desire; in the as- 

semblage the Bachelors disappear-or, rather, are reabsorbed by the gas lamp. 
Onanism, leitmotif of the litanies of the Chariot, passes from the Bachelors to the 
Bride. But was the same thing not happening in the Large Glass? The Etant donn6s 
not only confirms the imaginary nature of the operation-emphasized more than 
once by Duchamp-but also the nonexistence of the Bachelors: they are a projec- 
tion, an invention of the Bride.8 In her turn the Bride is an epiphany of another 
invisible reality, the projection in two or three dimensions of a four-dimensional 

entity. And so the world is the representation not of a bachelor, as Laforgue said, but 
of a reality that we do not see and that appears sometimes as the rather sinister 
machine of the Large Glass, sometimes as a naked girl in her culminating moment of 

ecstasy. 
In describing the physiology of the Bride, the Green Box mentions a substance 

that is not water, though it is a liquid and possesses certain affinities with gas: petrol, 
the erotic gasoline that lubricates her organs and makes orgasm possible. The Bride 
is a "wasp" who secretes by osmosis the essence (gasoline) of love. The "wasp" 
draws the necessary doses from her liquid deposit. The deposit is an "oscillating tub" 
that provides for the Bride's hygiene, or, as Duchamp says somewhat cruelly, for her 
diet. In the Etant donn6s, ideas become images, and the irony disappears: the tub is 
turned into the lake, and the "wasp-motor" into the naked girl, creature of the 
waters. But the best example of these changes-from the liquid state to the gaseous 
or vice versa, equivalent to mutations of gender-is the Milky Way of the Large Glass, 
manifestation of the Bride in the moment when, as she is being stripped, she reaches 
the fullness of delight. The Milky Way is a cloud, a gaseous form that has been and 
will again be water. The cloud is desire before its crystallization: it is not the body but 
its ghost, the idle fixe that has ceased to be an idea and is not yet perceptible reality. 

8 Cf. my essay Marcel Duchamp o el castillo de la pureza (Mexico City: Era, 1968). English 
translation, Marcel Duchamp or the Castle of Purity (London: Cape Golliard; New York: 
Grossman; 1970). 
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Our erotic imagination ceaselessly produces clouds, phantoms. The cloud is the veil 
that reveals more than it hides, the place where forms are dissipated and born anew. 
It is the metamorphosis, and for this reason, in the Large Glass, it is the manifestation 
of the threefold joy of the Bride as she is stripped bare: ultrarapid instantaneous 
communication between the machine state and that of the Milky Way. 

This digression on gasoline and clouds should not make us forget that Duchamp 
does not talk about gas and water in general, but very precisely as Illuminating Gas 
and Waterfall. In the Large Glass, the Waterfall is not in the Bride's realm but in the 
Bachelors'. Though it does not actually appear in the composition, we know its form 
and location from the Green Box: "a jet of water coming from a distance in a 
semicircle, from above the Malic Molds." The Waterfall is masculine, as much be- 
cause it is in the domain of the Bachelors as because it is running water: "Flowing 
and moving waters," says Erich Nuemann, "are bisexual and male and are wor- 

shipped as fructifers and movers."' However, it is a masculinity dependent on the 
feminine sign: waterfalls and streams although "looked upon as masculine . . . have 
the significance of a son." In the Large Glass the Waterfall feeds the Bride's imagina- 
tion and purposes, is part of the seduction mechanism of the Bachelors and cause of 
their ultimate failure. Moreover, it serves as a "cooler" between them and the Bride. 

In the Large Glass the Waterfall is invisible, a force we do not see but which 

produces the movement of the Water Mill; in the Etant donn6s, the Water Mill 

disappears and the Waterfall is a visible presence. And who sees these apparitions 
and disappearances? The Oculist Witnesses, who are inside the Large Glass-and we 
ourselves who, by spying through the cracks in the Spanish door, incarnate the 
Witnesses as the nude incarnates the Bride. They (we) are the only ones who can tell 
us something (tell themselves) about the syntax of the Waterfall and the Illuminating 
Gas and about the text traced out in the conjunctions and metamorphoses. 

In the Large Glass, the Oculist Witnesses occupy the extreme right of the 
Bachelors' domain. A little above the third witness there is a circle that represents the 
hole in the lock through which the voyeur peeps. The positioning of the Oculist 
Witnesses more or less corresponds to that of the holes in the door of the as- 

semblage. The spectator, like the Oculist Witnesses, is a voyeur; also, like them, he 
is an ocular witness, as much in the legal sense of being present in the case as in the 

religious sense of attesting to a passion or a martyrdom. We are reminded of the 
"Four Master Analysts of Ireland" in Finnegans Wake, with whom the Witnesses 
share more than one affinity. This is not the only analogy, moreover, between Joyce 
and Duchamp: the Large Glass and Etant donn6s can be considered the visual equiv- 
alents of the Letter of Anna Livia Plurabelle, another "untitled mamafesta 
memoralizing the Mosthighst" (the invisible object, the fourth dimension-Rrose 

S&lavy). The Oculist Witnesses are part of the Large Glass; the spectator of the Etant 
donn6s, by his very act of peeking, shares in the dual rite of voyeurism and aesthetic 

contemplation. Without him the rite would not be fulfilled. It is not the first time that 
an artist includes in his painting those who look at it, and in my earlier study on 

Duchamp I recalled Velkzquez and his Meninas. But what is representation in Las 
Meninas and in the Large Glass is an act in Etant donn6s; we are really turned into 

voyeurs and also into ocular witnesses. Our testimony is part of the work. 
The function of the Oculist Witnesses, despite their marginal position, is cen- 

tral: they receive the Splashes from the Illuminating Gas, now converted into a 

sculpture of drops, and transform it into a mirrorlike image that they throw into the 
Bride's domain, in the zone of the Shots. The Oculist Witnesses refine (sublimate) 
the Illuminating Gas turned Splash of explosive drops: they change the drops into a 
look-that is, into the most immediate manifestation of desire. The look passes 
through the obstructed passages (cols aliths) of the Bride and reaches her. It arrives 
thus far not as reality, but as the image of desire. The vision of her nudity produces in 

9 Erich Neumann, The Great Mother, Bollingen Series XLVII (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1963), p. 48. 
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the Bride the first bloom, before orgasm. It is, as Duchamp emphasizes, an electric 

flowering.'0 The function of the Oculist Witnesses is the sublimation of the Illuminat- 
ing Gas into a visual image, which they transport in a look capable of passing through 
obstacles. Desire is the "electricity at large" that the Green Box mentions. In Etant 
donn6s electricity is literally everywhere: behind the backdrop (in the motor) and 
outside as the brilliant light that bathes the landscape and the naked figure. 

Who are the Witnesses? Duchamp the artist (not the man) and ourselves, the 

spectators. There is often a tendency to see the Bride as a projection of Duchamp 
and, consequently, of the viewer. The contrary is also true: we are her projection. 
She sees her naked image in our desiring gaze, which is born from her and returns to 
her. Once again, the theme is viewing-through. We see the erotic object through the 
obstacle, be it door or glass, and this is voyeurism; the Bride sees herself naked in 
our gaze, and this is exhibitionism. Both are the same, as Schwarz has pointed out. 
But they are united not in Duchamp or in the viewer, but in the Bride. The circular 

operation starts from her and returns to her. The world is her representation. 
The complementary opposite of voyeurism is clairvoyance. The Oculist Witness- 

es of the Large Glass and the beholder of Etant donn6s are clairvoyants; their gaze 
passes through material obstacles. The relationship is circular, once again: if desire 
is second sight, clairvoyance is voyeurism transformed by the imagination; desire 
made knowledge. Eroticism is the condition of second sight. The erotic vision is 
creation as well as knowledge. Our gaze changes the erotic object: what we see is 
the image of our desire. "It is the spectators who make the picture."" But the object 
also sees us; more precisely, our gaze is included in the object. My looking makes 
the painting only on condition that I accept becoming a part of the painting. I look at 
the painting, but I look at it looking at what I look at-looking at myself. The person 
peeping through the holes in the Spanish door is not outside the assemblage: he is 

part of the spectacle. Etant donn6s is realized by means of his look: it is a spectacle in 
which someone sees himself seeing something. And what does he really see? What 
do the Oculist Witnesses see? They don't see: it is the Bride who sees herself. The 
vision of herself excites her: she sees herself and strips herself bare in the look that 
looks at her. Reversibility: we look at ourselves looking at her, and she looks at 
herself in our look that looks at her naked. It is the moment of the discharge--we 
disappear from her sight. 

The dialectic of the look that looks at nudity and nudity that looks at itself in this look 

irresistibly evokes one of the great myths of pagan antiquity: Diana's bath and Ac- 
taeon's downfall. It is strange that to date no one has explored the disturbing 
similarities between this mythological episode and Duchamp's two great works. 
The subject matter is the same: the circularity of the look. Actaeon moves from 
hunter to hunted, from looking to being looked at. But the correspondences, 
echoes, and rhymes are more numerous and precise than this comparison indicates. 
I will begin where the scene takes place: Ovid describes Diana's sanctuary as a valley 
wooded with pines and cypresses, surrounded by mountains. A waterfall tumbles 
down a rock, into a small lake, hardly more than a pool.12 Ovid's description seems 
to anticipate the scene in Etant donnds. 

Diana and the Bride: both are virgins, and Ovid uses a curious expression to 
describe the goddess's clothing: she is "the scarcely clad one." The Bride's virginity 
in no way implies frigidity or asexuality. The same is true of Diana: "In spite of the 
fact that she must be considered a virgin," says Dumezil, "in the excavations of the 

10 The second is the denuding voluntarily imagined by the Bride, and the third is the conjunc- 
tion of the first two: the crown-bloom in the form of a cloud or the Milky Way, which "cannot be 
analyzed by logic." 

" Jean Schuster, "Marcel Duchamp, vite," Le Surrealisme, Meme (Paris), no. 2 (Spring 1957), 
p. 143. 

12 Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book III, Loeb Classical Library (London: Heinemann; Cambridge, 
Mass.: Harvard University Press; 1916), vol 1, p. 134. 
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sanctuary at Aricia, near Rome, votive offerings were found in the form of masculine 
and feminine organs, and images of women clothed, but with their robes open in 
front."13 Who corresponds to Actaeon in the Large Glass and the Etant donn6s? Not 
the Bachelors, since, apart from the fact that they do not exist in their own right, they 
cannot see, but the Oculist Witnesses. The similarity is more remarkable if we are 
aware that in both cases the visual violation is preceded by disorientation. According 
to Ovid, the young hunter reaches the sacred confine "wandering and with uncer- 
tain steps," that is to say, lost; before turning into the look of the Oculist Witnesses, 
the Illuminating Gas comes out of the Sieves unable to distinguish left from right; 
the visitor who goes up to the two holes in the door in the Philadelphia Museum 
invariably does it after a moment of hesitation and disorientation. 

The first study for the Bride (Munich, 1912) has as subtitle "Modesty 
Mechanisms." Time and again Duchamp has emphasized the ambiguous nature of 
the Bride's modesty, a veil which uncovers her as it hides her, prohibition tinged 
with provocation. Warm, not cold modesty, and with a "touch of malice." Diana's 
attitude seems more resolutely and more fiercely chaste. Ovid expressly says that 
Actaeon's offense was an error, not a crime: it was not desire but destiny that led him 
to witness the goddess's bath. Nor is Diana an accomplice: her surprise and anger at 
the sight of Actaeon are genuine. But Pierre Klossowski in a splended essay 
suggests that the goddess desires to see herself, a desire that implies being seen by 
someone else. For this reason, "Diana becomes the object of Actaeon's imagina- 
tion."14 This operation is identical to that of the Bride, who sends herself her own 
nude image through the medium of the Oculist Witnesses, as Diana does through 
Actaeon. Klossowski indicates that the look stains, and that the virgin goddess 
wishes to be stained; for his part, Duchamp says that the Bride "warmly rejects (not 
chastely)" the Bachelors' offering. Lastly, as Diana throws water over Actaeon and 
transforms him into a deer, the Bride puts a cooler between the Bachelors and 
herself-the Waterfall. 

In both cases we witness not the violation of the two virgins but its homologue: 
visual violation. But our look really does pass through the material obstacle-the 
door of the assemblage, the boughs and leaves of the goddess's sanctuary-and so 
the transgression is as much psychic as material. Actaeon's punishment is to be 
turned into a deer-he who stared is stared at-torn to pieces by his own dogs. 
"Seeing prohibited" is a motif that Duchamp expresses in many ways, especially in 
his two windows: Fresh Widow (French Window) and The Brawl at Austerlitz. Both 
prevent us from seeing; they are windows not to see out of. In the title of the former, 
there is, furthermore, an allusion to the guillotine-the Widow, in popular French 

jargon-which immediately recalls the fate of the Illuminating Gas cut to pieces by 
the Scissors, and of Actaeon by his dogs. 

But, according to a note from A I'infinitif, the real punishment consists of pos- 
session: "No obstinacy, ad absurdum, of hiding the coition through a glass pane 
with one or many objects of the shop window. The penalty consists in cutting the 

pane and in feeling regret as soon as possession is consummated. Q.E.D."1' Except 
that voyeurism is not a solution either: if the punishment is eluded, the torture 
becomes greater. Nonconsummation, desiring without touching what is desired, is 
no less cruel a penalty than the punishment that follows possession. The solution is 
the conversion of voyeurism into contemplation-into knowledge. 

The same note from A I'infinitif contains another curious confession, which is at 
the same time a lucid description of the circularity of the visual operation: "When 
one undergoes the examination of the shop window, one also pronounces one's 
own sentence. In fact, one's choice is round-trip." I have already pointed out the 

13 Georges Dumdzil, La Religion romaine archaique (Paris: Payot, 1966), p. 397. 
14 Pierre Klossowski, Le Bain de Diane (Paris: Pauvert, 1956), p. 55. 
15 Duchamp, A I'infinitif [The White Box, notes from 1912 to 1920] (New York: Cordier & 

Ekstrom, 1966), p. 5. 
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resemblance of the Actaeon myth and Duchamp's two works: the gazer is gazed at, 
the hunter hunted, the virgin strips herself in the look of him who looks at her. The 
"round-trip" that Duchamp refers to exactly corresponds to the internal structure as 
much of the myth as of his two works. Actaeon depends on Diana; he is the instru- 
ment of her desire to see herself. The same thing happens with the Oculist Witness- 
es: as they look at themselves looking at her, they give the Bride back her image. It 
is all a round-trip. Duchamp has said several times that the Bride is an apparition, the 

projection of an invisible reality. The Bride is an "instantaneous State of Rest," an 

"allegorical appearance." Klossowski indicates that Diana's essential body is also 
invisible: what Actaeon sees is an appearance, a momentary incarnation. In the 

theophanies of Diana and the Bride, Actaeon and the Oculist Witnesses are in- 
cluded. The manifestations of Diana and the Bride demand that someone look at 
them. The subject is a dimension of the object: its reflexive dimensions, its glance. 

There are other similarities worth mentioning. In the Green Box the Bride is 
often called Hanged Woman (Pendu femelle). The machine outlined by Duchamp is 

literally suspended, hanging in space like a dead beast on a butcher's hook or a 

hanged man on a scaffold. The theme of the hanged man appears in many myths, but 
the sacrificial victim is invariably a god. There is, however, an exception: in the 

Peloponnesus, where the cult of Artemis was very popular, an effigy of the divinity 
was hung from a tree and was called Apanchomene (the Hanged Woman). One of 
the notes in the Green Box says that the Bride is an "agricultural machine"; further 
on, she is a "plowing tool." The plow is predominantly masculine-which is why 
Ceres was three times plowed. But there is another exception: in the festivals of 
Artemis Orthia, a plow was dedicated to the virgin goddess. There was also a flagella- 
tion of young men, and a torch procession. (I will return to the latter detail.) In all 
these ceremonies, there were reminiscences of human sacrifice. 

In order to label the Bride's axis, Duchamp uses the expression "arbor-type" 
(arbre-type). Diana is an arboreal divinity and was originally a dryad, like the yakshis 
of Hindu mythology. The tree that spreads its leaves to the heavens is a feminine 
tree, and its image, says Neumann, has fascinated all men: "It shades and shelters all 

living things and feeds them with its fruit which hang on like stars ..."'6 The sky in 
which the tree-goddess stretches out its branches is not the day but the night sky- 
which is why leaves, branches, fruits, and birds are seen as stars. For his part, 
Dumezil observes that the name of Diana originally meant "the expanse of the 

heavens.""7 Referring to the blossoming (6panouissement) of the Bride, Duchamp 
indicates that in the arbor-type the bloom is grafted on, and is the Bride's aureole 
and the conjunction of her "splendid vibrations." This aureole or crown is none 
other than the Milky Way: the cloud that preserves in its bosom the lightning (Il- 
luminating Gas) and the rain (Waterfall), the cloud that is the halfway point between 
the incarnation and the dissipation of the feminine form. The movable cipher of 
desire. Very significantly Ovid says that when Diana sees herself touched by Ac- 
taeon's gaze, she blushes like a cloud shot through by the sun. Finally, if Diana's tree 
is a figure of the mythical imagination, the alchemists saw it in the crystallization 
obtained by dissolving silver and mercury in nitric acid. It is the spirit of sal am- 
moniac. Duchamp would have liked this definition. 

All the elements of the Green Box and the Large Glass-the Illuminating Gas, the 

tree-type, the cloud or Milky Way, the Waterfall-appear in the Etant donn6s con- 
verted into visual semblances. The vision of the landscape and the waterfall, with the 
naked woman (Milky Way) stretched on a bed of branches (the tree), would be a 
pacifying metaphor if it were not for the glow of the gas lamp lit in broad daylight. An 
incongruity that winks at us roguishly and destroys our idea of what an idyll should 
be. Torches appear in the ceremonies in honor of Diana, but nobody knows for sure 
why and for what purpose. The experts agree on only one point: they are not 

16 Neumann, The Great Mother, p. 245. 
17 Dumdzil, La Religion romaine archaique, p. 396. 
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epithalamial torches. On the Ides of August, Dumezil says, processions of women 
would go to Aricia carrying torches. One of Propertius's loveliest elegies (11, 32) 
mentions these processions: 

Hoc utinam spatiere loco, quodcumque vacabis, 
Cynthia! sed tibi me credere turba vetat, 
cum videt accensis devotam currere taedis 
in nemus et Triviae lumina ferre deae.18 

The relation between torch and goddess is clear in the case of divinities like Demeter 
and Persephone; it almost always symbolizes the union of the virgin mother and her 
son, as we see in Phosphora, "bearer of the torch." Flame is the fruit of the torch, 
light is the fruit of the tree of night. In all these images the idea of fertility appears. At 

any rate, there is an impressive coincidence between the darkness which, according 
to the Green Box, is required by the extra-rapid exposure-the momentary and 

allegorical apparition of the Bride-and the darkness which, in the Eleusinian mys- 
teries, preceded heuresis: "Amid the total darkness the gong is struck, summoning 
Kore from the underworld ... suddenly the torches create a sea of light and fire and 
the cry is heard: Brimo has borne Brimos! "19 But this Greek rite concerns the birth of 
a god, while the Bride's torch evokes not the slightest notion of maternity or procrea- 
tion. The Bride and Diana begin and end in themselves. 

I have still to point out the relationship between Diana and Janus, the two-faced 

god, divinity of doors. His name, Dumezil says, marks him as a "passageway." 
Spatially speaking, he is inside doors and presides as janitor over entrances and 
exits; in the temporal sense he is the beginning: Januarius, the first month, between 
the year that is ending and the one beginning, is his month. He faces in two direc- 
tions because every passage implies two places, two states, the one left behind and 
the one being approached. Janus is a hinge, a pivot. Though Dumezil says nothing 
about the relationship between one and the other, we know that the Romans saw 
Diana as Janus's double. There is an evident affinity between two patterns: on the 
one hand, the Bride, the doors, and, in short, the hinge system that rules Duchamp's 
universe; on the other, Janus and Diana, divinities who are circular and twofold, and 
in whom the end is the beginning, obverse and reverse are one and the same. 
Divinities who ceaselessly unfold and reflect themselves, reflexive gods who go from 
themselves to themselves, Janus and Diana embody the circularity of desire, and also 
that of thought, that bifurcating unity, that duality which pursues unity only to 
bifurcate once again. In them Eros becomes speculative. 

The correspondence of Duchamp's Bride with the images of the goddess has yet 
another disturbing aspect. The oneness of the Bride and her landscape, explicit in 
the Large Glass and implicit in Etant donnds, repeats itself in the mythic conception: 
the sacred place is the goddess. For this reason, according to Jean Przyluski, it is a 

complete landscape: water, trees, and hills.20 The forces of Nature are concentrated 
in the divine presence, and this presence in its turn is diffused throughout the 

physical surroundings. Imperceptibly the sacred place moves from being merely a 

magnetic and generally secluded spot where ceremonies are held, to being the 
center of the world. It then becomes detached from earthly space and is transformed 
into an ideal place: Eden, Paradise. The center of the world coincides with the 

goddess: the holy tree becomes a column and the column the axis of the cosmos. 
The four cardinal points are born and annulled in this center. As it revolves upon 
itself, like the stereoscope that fascinated Duchamp, this side and that side, left and 
right disappear. 

18 "Ah that thou wouldst walk here in all thine hours of leisure! but the world forbids me trust 
thee, when it beholds thee hurry in frenzy with kindled torches to the Arician grove, and bear 
lights in honour of the goddess Trivia." Elegies, 11, 32, trans. H. E. Butler, Loeb Classical Library 
(London: Heinemann; Cambridge; Mass.: Harvard University Press; 1912), p. 159. 

19 Neumann, The Great Mother, p. 318. 
20J ean Przyluski, La Grande Deesse (Paris: Payot, 1950), p. 60. 
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Duchamp did not hide his admiration for the art works of the past that were incarna- 
tions of an Idea, usually religious in nature. The Large Glass is an attempt to renew 
that tradition within a radically different context, a-religious and ironic. But since the 
seventeenth century our world does not have Ideas in the sense in which Christianity 
had them in the agj of its apogee. What we have, especially from Kant onward, is 
Criticism. Even contemporary "ideologies," despite their pretensions to incarnate 
truth, and the pseudo-religious fanaticism which they have engendered, present 
themselves as methods. Marxism itself does not claim to be anything other than a 

theoretico-practical method in which praxis is inseparable from criticism. Duchamp's 
art is public because he sets out to renew the tradition of art "at the service of the 
Mind"; it is hermetic because it is critical. Like the tree-goddess who is the center of 
the universe where distinctions between this side and that side disappear, the Bride 
in the Large Glass is the axis in which movement and immobility are fused together 
into a moment at once full and empty. But unlike the goddess, the Bride is not a 

presence but an Idea. Except that she is an Idea continually destroyed by herself: 
each of her manifestations, by realizing her, denies her. For this reason I have dared 
to say, in my earlier work on Duchamp, that the Bride is the (involuntary) representa- 
tion of the only Idea-Myth of the Western world in the modern era: Criticism. 

Like Mallarme's Un Coup de d6s, the Large Glass and Etant donn6s not only 
contain their negation, but this negation is their motor, their animating principle. As 
happens in Finnegans Wake, in Duchamp's two great works the moment of the 

apparition of the feminine presence coincides with that of her vanishing. Diana: 

pivot of the world, appearance that dissolves and appears again. The appearance is 
the momentary form of the apparition. The appearance is the form that we ap- 
prehend with our senses. The apparition is not a form but a conjunction of forces, a 
knot: the knot of desire. Between the appearance and the apparition there is a third 
term: the presence. The essential difference between the Large Glass and Etant 
donn6s lies in the fact that the Bride is presented in the former as an appearance to 
be deciphered, while in the latter she is a presence offered for our contemplation. 
There is no solution, said Duchamp, because there is no problem. It would be more 
exact to say: the problem is resolved in the presence, the Idea incarnate in a naked 

girl. 
The Etant donn6s is the moment of Duchamp's reconciliation with the world and 

himself. But there is no abdication or renunciation: negation, criticism, and meta- 

irony do not disappear. They are the gas lamp burning in the sunlight: its feeble little 
flame makes us doubt the reality of what we see. The lamp produces the darkness 
that Duchamp demanded for the extrarapid exposure: it is the reflexive element that 
makes the work enigmatic. The enigma lets us glimpse the other side of the pres- 
ence, the single and dual image: the void, death, the destruction of the appearance, 
and, simultaneously, the momentary plenitude, vivacity in repose. Feminine pres- 
ence: true Waterfall in which is revealed what is hidden, what is inside the folds of 
the world. The enigma is the glass, which is separation/union: we pass from voy- 
eurism to clairvoyance. No longer condemned to see, we become free to con- 

template. 
-Translated from the Spanish by Rachel Phillips 
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